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 Human Resources (HR) has a very important role in the development 

of the nation, so to improve the quality of human resources, education 

is needed. Education has a role in developing science, disseminating, 

socializing, and applying it. So that education is one of the important 

factors in advancing a nation. However, there are still many challenges 

in achieving quality education, especially in developing countries such 

as Indonesia, such as parental education level, socioeconomic status, 

and environmental conditions can also affect the quality of education 

and students' opportunities for academic success. The research 

methods used in this research are problem identification, data 

collection, data analysis, and evaluation. The results in this study are 

an increase in accuracy of 38.55% from the difference in the K-Means 

accuracy value of 14% resulting from the David Bounded Index and 

the use of the extreme gradient adaboost algorithm. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Humans learn not to pursue grades but to prepare for a better life and in line with the thoughts of 

Theodore Meyer Greene "Education is an effort to prepare human resources to achieve a meaningful life"[1]. 

Human Resources (HR) has a very important role in the development of the nation, so to improve the quality 

of human resources, education is needed. Education has a role in developing science, disseminating, 

socializing, and applying it. So that education is one of the important factors in advancing a nation. 

A quality education can improve academic success. And academic success is seen as a reflection of a 

person's qualities in intellectual ability, perseverance, and adaptability [2]. Academic success plays an 

important role in the lives of individuals and society as a whole. For individuals, academic success can provide 

access to opportunities such as scholarships, better jobs, and the possibility of further study. Academic success 

can also improve self-confidence, analytical skills, and problem-solving skills. On the community side, 

academic success can contribute to building quality human resources. Qualified human resources will be able 

to increase the productivity and competitiveness of a country in the global market. Academic success can also 

help in overcoming social and economic problems such as poverty and unemployment [3]. 

However, there are still many challenges in achieving quality education, especially in developing 

countries like Indonesia. Some of the challenges in Indonesia are limited access to education, disparities 

between regions, inequality in the quality of education, and problems with the availability of skilled human 

resources in the field of education. 
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In the growing digital era, analytical and decision-making capabilities are relied upon in classifying 

or predicting. So that it can help make it easier for an agency to make policies. Many studies have been 

conducted to perform classification and prediction [4][5]. One data analysis technique that is often used is data 

mining, which is the process of extracting useful information from large and complex data.  

Some of the research that was attempted included the initial research attempted by Gustientiedina et 

al with the title "Application of the K-Means Algorithm for Clustering Drug Information at Pekanbaru Regional 

Hospital". The research attempted to implement clustering in information mining can be used to analyze drug 

usage, planning and drug control in hospitals. The procedure to be used for clustering drug information is the 

K-Means algorithm which aims to group drug information in the Pekanbaru Regional Universal Hospital which 

can be used as a reference in decision making in planning and controlling medical supplies in hospitals. The 

clustering results that the group of drugs listed with little consumption has an average annual demand for drugs 

of less than 18000 pieces, and the drugs listed with more consumption have an average annual demand for 

drugs between 18000-70000 pieces, on the other hand, the drugs listed in the group of drugs with large 

consumption have an average annual demand for drugs above 70000 pieces. From the results of the cluster 

analysis, it is necessary to try to increase the accuracy value to make it more valid by setting the best centroid 

value [6]. 

Furthermore, research with the title "Comparison of SVM, Random Forest and XGBoost Algorithms 

for Determining Credit Application Approval". With the aim of achieving the right and comfortable credit 

granting Credit analysis is an observation to view the feasibility of a credit problem. From this analysis will be 

known the feasibility of credit recipients. This research uses the CRISP-DM methodology which consists of 6 

stages, namely Business Understanding, Information Understanding, Information preparation, Modeling 

Evaluation, and Deployment by practicing classification procedures by equating SVM, Random Forest, and 

XGBoost algorithms. This research uses open source datasets obtained from Kaggle. The results of research 

using SVM, random forest, and XGBoost algorithms obtained the highest accuracy, recall, precision values in 

the XGBoost model with an accuracy value of 82%, recall 70%, and precision 92% [7]. 

Finally, research conducted by Yuliansyah Ibrahim in 2022, with the title "K-Means Clustering and 

Extreme Gradient Boosting (Xg boost) for Point Prediction in Fantasy Premier League Games". Combining 

the K-Means unsupervised learning model with the Extreme Gradient Boosting (XGBoost) supervised learning 

model. The data used is four seasons of Fantasy Premier League data starting from the 2017 season to the 2020 

season. The collected data is processed and aggregated, then combined into one whole dataset. Based on the 

experiments conducted, it was found that combining K-Means Clustering with XGBoost did not improve the 

performance of the model [8]. The advantage of the k-means algorithm is in rechecking the quality of the 

cluster at each iteration [9]–[11], allowing changes in the number of clusters to meet the validity of the cluster 

quality so as to produce optimal clusters [12]–[14] 

Based on the description that has been presented above, the research that will be carried out aims to 

cluster academic success using student techniques with Extreme Gradient Boosting (XGBoost). One of the 

methods used to analyze academic data is by using classification. Classification aims to group data into certain 

categories or classes based on the attributes or features possessed by the data [15]–[17] Based on the description 

that has been presented above, the research that will be carried out aims to cluster academic success using 

student techniques with Extreme Gradient Boosting (XGBoost). One of the methods used to analyze academic 

data is by using classification. Classification aims to group data into certain categories or classes based on the 

attributes or features possessed by the data [18]. 

 

2. RESEARCH METHOD 

The following is the research flow that will be applied to research on the success rate of students using 

XGBoost, can be seen in Figure 1.  

Figure 1 shows the research flow, The following is the result of the explanation: 

 

2.1.  Problem Identification 

 The stage where the researcher searches and reviews it. So that it can sharpen existing problems, look 

for support for facts, information, theories in determining the theoretical basis or framework, know for sure 

whether the problem has been studied before or not and facilitate the completion of research and explain the 

limitations of the research to be carried out. The limitation of this research is that researchers will only perform 

data calculations to produce a prediction model from the Indonesian State data set. 

 

2.2.  Data Collection 

 This stage involves a meticulous data selection process aimed at obtaining clean and research-ready 

data. The data pre-processing stage encompasses attribute identification and selection, addressing missing 

attribute values or incomplete attributes (handling missing values), and discretizing the value process. 
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Figure 1. Research Flow  

 

2.3.  Data analysis with K-Means and XGBoost  

 Perform the calculation process using K-Means combined with XGBoost Algorithm. The following 

is an explanation of each algorithm used: 

 

1. Kmeans Algorithm 

The Kmeans algorithm is a umpteenth method that divides illustrations into K non-overlapping, 

predefined partitions with each illustration listed in just one partition[19], [20]. This algorithm attempts to 

protect intra-cluster illustrations as similar as possible while protecting that clusters are always distinct. It 

distributes point information to the clusters so that the sum of the squared distances in between them as well 

as the cluster centers is as small as possible Within the clusters, the variance can be minimal thus creating more 

similar clusters[21]–[23]. The process of a K-Means algorithm can be seen as follows: 

a. Determine how many clusters you want to assign cluster center k to. 

b. Using euclidean distance and then calculating each data to the cluster center. Here is the formula 

euclidean distance: 

 

D (p,c)n=√∑𝑖=0 
𝑛 (𝑝𝑖 − 𝑐𝑖)2       (1) 

 

c. Categorize the data into clusters with the shortest distance by using the equation 

 

Min ∑ = 𝑑 √∑𝑗 
𝑚 (𝐶𝑖𝑗 −  𝐶𝑖𝑘)

𝑖𝑘𝑘
𝑘            (2) 

 

d. Calculate the cluster center using the equation 

 

Ckj

∑ 𝑋𝑖𝑗
𝑝
𝑖=𝑗

𝑝
       (3) 

 

e. Please repeat steps two through four so that there is no more data moving to other clusters. 

 

2. XGBoost Algorithm 

XGBoost, a scalable tree boosting system, was proposed been widely used in Kaggle's Higgs sub-

signal recognition contest. More recently, it has attracted wide attention due to its outstanding efficiency and 

high prediction accuracy. In fact, XGBoost is an improved GBDT algorithm[24]. The following is the equation 

for the XGBoost Algorithm: 

 

Wj= - 
∑𝑖∈𝐼𝑗   𝐺𝑖 

∑𝑖∈𝐼𝑗 𝐻𝑖+ ⋋
             (4) 

2.4.  Evaluation 

 This The testing process with Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) to determine the level of accuracy 

of the calculation results of K-Means clustering and XGBoost Algorithm to increase accuracy in clustering 

student academic success. 
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3. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

3.1.  Data Collection 

The Student Academic Performance dataset is obtained from the Kaggle site with details there are 

480 data, has 16 attributes[25]. Below is the arrangement of attributes on the dataset used, can be seen in the 

table 2. 

Table 2. Data Academic Dataset  

No. Atribute name Description 

1 Gender Student’s gender (nominal: ‘Male’ or ‘Female’) 

2 Nationality 
Student’s nationality (nominal: ‘Kuwait’,‘Lebanon’,’Egypt’,’SaudiArabia’,’USA’,’Jordan’, 
Venezuela’,’Iran’,’Tunis’,’Marocco’,’Syria’,’Palestina’,’Iraq’,’Lybia’) 

3 Place of birth 
Student’s Place of birth (nominal: ‘Kuwait’,‘Lebanon’,’Egypt’,’SaudiArabia’,’USA’,’Jordan’, 

Venezuela’,’Iran’,’Tunis’,’Marocco’,’Syria’,’Palestina’,’Iraq’,’Lybia’) 

4 Educational stages Educational level student belongs (nominal: ‘lowerlevel’,’MiddleSchool’,’HighSchool’) 

5 Grade Levels 
Grade student belongs (nominal: ‘G-01’,’G-02’,’G-03’,‘G-04’,’G-05’,’G-06’,‘G-07’,’G-08’,’G-
09’,‘G-10’,’G-11’,’G-12’) 

6 Section ID Classroom student belongs (nominal:’A’,’B’,’C’) 

7 Topic 
Course topic (nominal:’English’,’Spanish’,’French’,’Arabic’,’IT’,’Math’,’Chemistry’,’Biology’, 

’Science’,’History’,’Quran’,’Geology’) 

8 Semester School year semester (nominal:’First’,’Second’) 

9 
Parent responsible for 

student 
Nominal:’mom’,’father 

10 Raised hand How many times the student raises his/her hand on classroom (numeric:0-100) 

11 Visited resources How many times the student visited a course content (numeric:0-100) 

12 
Viewing 

announcements 
How many times the student check the new announcements (numeric:0-100) 

13 Discussion groups How many times the student participate on discussion groups (numeric:0-100) 

14 
Parent Answering 

Survey 
Parent Answered the survey which are provided from school or not (nominal:’Yes’,’No’) 

15 
Parent School 

Satisfaction 
The Degree of parent satisfaction from school (nominal:’Yes’,’No’) 

16 Student Absence Day The number of absence days for each student (nominal:above-7. under-7) 

 

3.2.  Data analysis with K-Means and XGBoost 

The next process is the analysis with K-Means and Adaboost, data selection is carried out on the 

Student Absence attribute. Thus, the data needed in the clustering stage is obtained. In the process of 

determining. This research analyzes the cluster by forming 3 trials, namely by applying K = 0, into K=9. The 

three trials were applied to each algorithm, namely K-Means and AdaBoost. In the results and evaluation stage, 

the best K value for the clustering process is determined by using the Davies Bouldin Index (DBI) method. 

After knowing the DBI value of each cluster, then the smallest DBI value shows the best cluster results and 

shows the optimal number of clusters optimal number of clusters. The following are the results of K=0 into 

K=9 DBI on the K-Means algorithm. 

 

Table 3. DBI value in each cluster 

Cluster Items Value DBI (%) 

0 55 11 

1 45 9 

2 52 11 
3 42 9 

4 38 8 

5 54 11 
6 39 8 

7 42 9 

8 47 10 
9 66 14 

 

 From the table 3 regarding the number of members of each cluster referring to the DBI value, K = 9 

was chosen, with a DBI value of 14%. Furthermore, the results in using the extreme gradient adaboost 

algorithm get an accuracy of 52.55% with details of Precision, Recall and F-Measure as figure 2. 

 

 

Figure 2. Confusion matrix 
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3.3.  Evaluation 

This evaluation stage on the use of K-Means algorithm using DBI which gets the highest accuracy 

value of 14%, while on the use of extreme gradient boosting algorithm gets an accuracy value of 52.55%. So 

that there is an increase in accuracy of 38.55% on the dataset. 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

After going through the results and discussion stages of both the K-Means algorithm and the extreme 

boosting algorithm. That the use of K-Means only gets 14% accuracy from DBI and the use of the extreme 

gradient adaboost algorithm gets an accuracy value of 52.55%. Thus there is an increase in accuracy of 38.55%. 
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